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Opus 2
Sam Jones Memorial United Methodist Church

Cartersville, Georgia

Robert I. Coulter – Organbuilder was honored to have been contracted by the church in early 2007 to

rebuild the existing 1971 Reuter organ with additions. With this restoration and enlargement, ten ranks

of pipes were added, and many pipes rescaled and re-voiced to provide a more elegant, refined sound for

this 100 year old sanctuary.

New grill and casework was constructed to perfectly match the existing. A new three manual console

with modern switching and control systems was build to blend with the decor of the newly renovated

sanctuary. This console features player sensitive tracker touch keyboards and features white oak and

American walnut.

The revoiced pipes reflect our philosophy of allowing pipes to speak with a full, elegant tone. By

voicing the pipes in a natural, singing manner we are better able to provide an instrument that fulfils its

primary purpose of leading singing. In this manner, the instrument does not compete with the voice, but

rather works with it to create a beautiful tone.

   Robert I. Coulter - Organbuilder   2233 Faulkner Road  Atlanta, Georgia 30324
                   http://coulterorgans.com                                           404.931.3103
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New console with walnut interior.

New grill being installed.



It is with pleasure I can inform you of an upcoming collaboration with Fratelli Ruffatti.
I have been asked to assist Ruffatti with the tonal finishing of their new, four manual

pipe organ for the Domkryke (Cathedral) in Uppsala, Sweden. The 13th century
Cathedral is the largest church structure in all Scandanavia. While there, I have

planned fact learning inspections of other pipe organs by Father Willis, Akerman, van
Heuvel and Walcker to expand the tonal palate available to American organists.

 I would like to assure you that even in my absence, the Coulter  - Organbuilder firm
will remain busy with project work and will be fully capable of meeting any needs you

may have as they arrive. Normal service calls and repairs will be possible with our
qualified staff, and even tunings can be arranged if necessary.

Again, rest assured, you will continue to receive the high level of quality service you
are accustomed to even while I am away. Thank you for your understanding and more
importantly, thank you for your continued support. Our firm is rapidly developing a
worldwide reputation for the highest quality organ services and the rich, colorful and

inherently musical sounds our own organs produce.

It would be an honor to bring our skill and dedication to your instrument.
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So often we hear from new clients say:

"The other company does good work,
they just don't return my call."

 "I just don't think we can afford to do
anything."

"Well, the other company told us it would
be too expensive to fix and we should just

replace it."

Allow us to attempt to prove 'the
other companies' wrong!

Soli deo Gloria!

Robert I. Coulter -
Organbuilder

2233 Faulkner Road
Atlanta, Georgia

30324

(Phone)
404.931.3103

(email)
info@coulterorgans

.com

(web)
coulterorgans.com

  esse quam videri

  Robert I. Coulter - Organbuilder
    2233 Faulkner Road
    Atlanta, Georgia
    30324

client
address
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